NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
(Pursuant to Section 60(4), Police Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c.267)
IN THE MATTER OF THE
PUBLIC HEARING INTO THE COMPLAINT AGAINST
STAFF SERGEANT DOUG BRUCE

Chief Constable Brad Parker,
Port Moody Police Department

1.

On or about the 25th day of November 2005, Cst. "A", a member of the West Vancouver Police
Department (WVPD), along with several other members of the Department, including Cst.
Mike Bruce, consumed alcohol at the WVPD office after completing their work shifts. During
the early morning hours of the 26th of November 2005 Cst. "A" drove her private vehicle from
the office on route to her home. While doing so, she was involved in a motor vehicle accident in
Burnaby, British Columbia resulting in minor damage to a civilian vehicle and minor injuries to
the driver of that vehicle. The Burnaby RCMP investigated the incident and determined they had
reasonable and probable grounds to demand samples of Cst. "A's" breath for alcohol analysis.
Cst. "A" provided two samples of her breath which were analyzed to contain 220 and 210
milligrams of alcohol in 100 millilitres of blood respectively. During the course of her detention
by the Burnaby RCMP, she produced a police badge, identified herself as a police officer and
requested that she not be charged, contrary to sections 5 (a) and 9(c) of the Code of Professional
Conduct Regulation.

2.

On the 26th of November, the Burnaby RCMP contacted WVPD Inspector Fontaine, in his
capacity of Duty Officer, and advised him of Cst. "A's" arrest. He advised then WVPD Chief
Constable Armstrong of the incident.

3.

On the 28th of November, Cst. "A" met with Chief Constable Armstrong, who later on the same
day issued a Standing Order that alcoholic beverages would no longer be consumed in the
WVPD building

4.

On the 28th of November, Cst. "A" subsequently met with the WVPD's professional standards
officer, the Respondent Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce, who had the primary responsibility under the
Police Act to properly process and investigate Cst. "A's" conduct.

5.

On the 25th of January 2006, Cst. "A" pleaded guilty in the Provincial Court of British Columbia
to operating a motor vehicle with a blood alcohol concentration exceeding 80 milligrams of
alcohol in 100 millilitres of blood. She received a $600.00 fine and received a 1 year prohibition
from driving. On the 26th of January she advised Inspector Fontaine, Staff Sergeant Bruce, and
Chief Constable Armstrong of her conviction.

6.

On the 7th of February 2006, in his capacity as WVPD's designated Discipline Authority,
Inspector Fontaine, signed a Notice of Complaint identifying Cst. "A" as a respondent, and
identifying Staff Sergeant Bruce as a complainant. The notice alleged that she had committed a
default under the Code of Professional Conduct Regulation, s.14, being Conduct Constituting on
Offence, in reference to her impaired conviction. Inspector Fontaine stated he had reviewed a
summary of the incident provided by Staff Sergeant Bruce, and characterized the matter as an
Internal Discipline Complaint. The summary of the default made no mention ofthe consumption
of alcohol by members of the WVPD, including Cst. "A" at the WVPD after a work shift, the
high alcohol readings provided by Cst. "A", or her conduct during her detention by the Burnaby
RCMP.

7.

On the 13th of February 2006, Staff Sergeant Bruce requested a copy of the Burnaby RCMP file
regarding Cst. "A" and received it on the 20th of February.

8.

On the 22nd of March 2006, Staff Sergeant Bruce forwarded his completed investigation report to
Inspector Fontaine. His report contained a complete copy of the Report to Crown Counsel,
including the RCMP investigating member's notes, which detailed the corrupt practice or
discreditable conduct of Cst. "A"" during the impaired driving investigation conducted by the
RCMP. At no time, after receiving the Burnaby RCMP file, did Staff Sergeant Bruce or
Inspector Fontaine, re-characterize the defaults committed by Cst. "A" or process other defaults
against her which were identified in the Burnaby RCMP file.

9.

On the 29th of March 2006, Cst. "A" met with Staff Sergeant Bruce during a Pre-hearing
Conference in which she accepted the recommended default of being found guilty of criminal
offence and being disciplined by way of a written reprimand. Staff Sergeant Bruce then
completed a Notice of Decision regarding Disciplinary or Corrective Measures and forwarded it
to Inspector Fontaine for his signature.

10.

On the 30th March 2006, Staff Sergeant Bruce completed a Report on Disciplinary Measures and
forwarded it to Inspector Fontaine for his signature.

11.

The Office of the Police Complaint Commissioner (OPCC) first became aware of the incidents
involving Cst. "A" on the 5th of April 2006, it received by mail a copy of the Report of
Disciplinary or Corrective Measures signed by Inspector Fontaine. The Report did not contain
material information such as there having been an accident with a civilian vehicle, a minor injury
to a civilian, high breathalyzer readings, consumption of alcohol having occurred on police

premises with other officers, and Cst. "A's" conduct during her detention. A file was opened at
the OPCC and assigned to Senior Analyst, Ms. Cindy Dyck. On 10 April she sent an e-mail to
Inspector Fontaine requesting additional information either from the WVPD investigation report
or the Burnaby RCMP Report to Crown Counsel, to ascertain that the matter had been properly
characterized and that the identified default and discipline were correct. Approximately one hour
later, Inspector Fontaine sent Ms Dyck an e-mail with a two page narrative from the Report to
Crown Counsel prepared by the Burnaby RCMP, but did not include pertinent details of
Constable Alford's discreditable conduct during the impaired investigation. After reviewing the
two page narrative, Ms. Dyck sent a concluding letter to Inspector Fontaine stating that she had
reviewed his report, and based on the circumstances described, agreed with his decision to place
the matter into the Internal Discipline stream, rather than Public Trust. Ms Dyck also agreed with
the substantiated disciplinary default and the discipline imposed.
12.

It was not until the 8th of November 2006 that the Police Complaint Commissioner was advised
by counsel for the WVPD Police Board that the OPCC had not received a full report of the
events from WVPD surrounding the conduct of Cst. "A", and others, on the 25th and 26th of
November 2005. In order to properly perform his duties under the Police Act, the Commissioner
must be provided all relevant and material information in the possession of the police in a timely
manner so that the Commissioner can properly consider whether the disciplinary consequences
issued by the Discipline Authority, Inspector Fontaine to Cst. "A" were appropriate in all the
circumstances; whether further investigation into the conduct of Cst. "A", or the other WVPD
members who were also consuming alcohol that night, was required; whether a public hearing
was required; or whether other measures were warranted under the Police Act.

13.

On the 9th of November 2006, the Police Complaint Commissioner ordered Scott Armstrong,
then Chief Constable of the WVPD, to refer the investigation to an external police agency
regarding the incident involving Cst. "A", the conduct of the other WVPD members consuming
alcohol at the WVPD office that night, the manner in which WVPD conducted its Police Act
investigation into these matters, the adequacy of the Discipline Authority's imposed discipline,
and its manner of reporting to the OPCC,. Inspector Rollie Woods (now retired), Officer in
Charge of the Professional Standards Section of the Vancouver Police Department, was
authorized and directed to act as the Chief External Investigator. On the same date the
Commissioner ordered that the conduct of all officers be classified as Public Trust.

14.

On the 10th day of November 2006, Chief Constable Scott Armstrong recused himself as the
Discipline Authority in respect of these matters, and at the request of Chief Constable
Armstrong, Chief Constable Battershill of the Victoria Police Department was delegated to act as
the Discipline Authority.

15.

On the 15th of December 2006, Inspector Woods identified Cst. Mike Bruce, the son of Staff
Sergeant Doug Bruce, as one of the other WVPD members consuming alcohol at the office with
Cst. "A" on the night of the 25th of November 2005. The Commissioner issued an order naming
Cst. Mike Bruce and others as Respondents regarding their conduct that night.

16.

On the 25th of January 2007, external police investigators investigating into the conduct of Cst.
"A" and other WVPD officers who were consuming alcohol at the WVPD office on the 25th and
26th of November 2005 requested a witness interview with Inspector Fontaine and Staff Sergeant
Bruce in order to obtain information relevant to their investigation. On that date, and
subsequently, each officer refused to be interviewed by the external police investigators as
witnesses.

17.

On the 8th of February 2007, then Chief Constable Battershill ordered Inspector Fontaine and
Staff Sergeant Bruce to cooperate with the external investigators in their capacity as witnesses,
noting that a failure to do so may result in discipline to them up to and including dismissal from
the WVPD.

18.

On the 28th of February 2007, the Police Complaint Commissioner was advised by Inspector
Woods that the external investigation into the original incident had identified Inspector Robert
Fontaine and Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce, as Respondents in this matter regarding their conduct
during the original investigation and disciplinary process of Cst. "A". Accordingly the Police
Complaint Commissioner issued a new order naming them as Respondents.

19.

Inspector Robert Fontaine booked off on sick leave effective the 1ih day of September 2007 and
Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce booked off sick leave effective the 3rd day of August 2007. The
Respondents have remained on sick leave since those dates.

20.

A thorough investigation into all of Cst. "A's" conduct on the 25th and 26th of November 2005
was completed by Inspector Woods resulting in a detennination that, in regard to her dealings
with the Burnaby RCMP, a further disciplinary default of "improper off-duty conduct" contrary
to s. 16 of the Code of Professional Conduct Regulation had been proven. Cst. "A" admitted this
default at a disciplinary proceeding on the 25th of May 2007. On the 5th of October, Discipline
Authority, Chief Constable Battershill, imposed discipline on Cst. "A" which included a balance
of punitive and remedial measures, including a reduction in rank. Cst. "A" agreed to the above
discipline. On 22 October 2007, the Office of the Police Complaints Commissioner agreed with
the thoroughness of the re-investigation by Inspector Woods, and the adequacy of the discipline
imposed for that default.

21.

On the 4th of December 2007, Chief Constable Kash Heed of the WVPD sent Chief Constable
Paul Battershill a letter rescinding his delegation as Discipline Authority in these matters due to
Chief Constable Battershill's own suspension from the Victoria Police Department for unrelated
matters.

22.

Following the investigation by Inspector Woods, Discipline Authority Chief Constable Kash
Heed notified the Respondents Inspector Robert Fontaim: and Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce on the
17th of December 2007 that they would face a Disciplinary Hearing regarding disciplinary
defaults alleged against them for various breaches of the Code of Professional Conduct, namely
neglect of duty and deceit. Staff Sergeant Bruce's hearing was set for the 11th of February 2008
and Inspector Fontaine's for the 18th of February.

23.

On the 24th of July 2008, upon application of counsel for the Respondents Inspector Fontaine and
Staff Sergeant Bruce, Chief Constable Kash Heed recused himself as the Discipline Authority in
respect of these matters. At the request of Chief Constable Heed, Chief Constable Brad Parker of
the Port Moody Police Department was delegated to act as the Discipline Authority on the same
date.

24.

Discipline Authority Chief Constable Brad Parker notified the Respondents, Inspector Robert
Fontaine and Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce, that a Disciplinary Hearing would be held on
November 14th, 2008.

25.

On the 10th November 2008, Chief Constable
Commissioner stating, amongst other things:

Parker

wrote

to the Police

Complaint

In all the circumstances, including preliminary submissions made on behalf of Inspector
Fontaine and Staff Sergeant Bruce concerning the merits of certain outstanding
disciplinary issues, I have decided that no hearing will be convened and the allegations
will remain unproven. Today, November 10, 2008, I was apprised of the fact that these
two individuals had chosen to retire, effective December 31,2008.
As a consequence, I have determined that there would be no utility in proceeding with a
disciplinary hearing in these circumstances.
26.

Pursuant to s. 60(4), the Police Complaint Commissioner may arrange a public hearing without a
request from either a complainant or respondent if the Commissioner considers that there are
grounds to believe that a public hearing is necessary in 'the public interest. In a legislative
scheme, such as the Police Act, which is premised on police investigating police, subject to
independent civilian oversight, it is imperative to the effective operation of the scheme that those
police officers entrusted and charged with the responsibility and authority to investigate, report
upon their investigations and/or discipline other police officers, do so diligently, thoroughly and
with integrity. The public must have confidence in the integrity of the scheme. The Police
Complaint Commissioner must have confidence in the ability and integrity of those police
officers who perform their respective functions under Part IX of the Police Act. Thus, it is in the
public interest to have a public hearing into the conduct of the Respondent, Staff Sergeant Doug
Bruce who was involved in the investigation into, and discipline arising out of the events of 25th
and 26th of November 2005 involving members of the West Vancouver Police Department, as
well as reporting on those matters to the Discipline Authority, Inspector Robert Fontaine. Such a
public hearing would assist in ascertaining the truth as to whether those investigations were
conducted in a proper manner; whether the reports made to superiors or the Office of the Police
Complaint Commission were proper; and whether the OIiginal disciplinary measures offered to
and accepted by Cst. "A" were proper. A public hearing into these matters is also necessary to
preserve or restore public confidence in the complaint process,

27,

With respect to the Respondent Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce it is alleged that he committed the
following disciplinary defaults under the Code of Professional Conduct Regulation:
a)

Discipline default Deceit, contrary to section 7 (a) of the Code of Professional Conduct
Regulation.
Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce was deceitful when he intentionally or recklessly
made a misleading written statement or entry in an official document or record, namely the
Summary of Incident Internal Discipline Allegations regarding Cst. "A" which was attached
to a Notice of Complaint of Discipline Authority Robert Fontaine dated the ih of February
2006.

b) Discipline default Deceit, contrary to section 7 (a) of the Code of Professional Conduct
Regulation.
Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce was deceitful when he intentionally or recklessly
made a misleading written statement or entry in an official document or record, namely the
Report on Discipline or Corrective Measures following a Pre-hearing Conference held on the
29th of March 2006 regarding Cst. "A".

Discipline default: Deceit, contrary to section 7 (a) of the Code of Professional
Regulation.

Conduct

Particulars: Inspector Bruce was deceitful when he intentionally or recklessly made
misleading or inaccurate written statements or entries in his Police Act Investigation Report
and subsequent documentation intended for the Discipline Authority and/or the Office of the
Police Complaint Commissioner, by failing to document evidence he received of Cst. "A's"
conduct while under Burnaby RCMP detention or other evidence which may have been
material to the characterization of her driving while impaired.
c) Discipline default Improper Disclosure of Information, contrary to section 8 (b)(ii) of the
Code of Professional Conduct Regulation.
Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce had a reckless disregard as to the truth of the contents
of the Summary of Incident Internal Discipline Allegations regarding Cst. "A" which was
attached to a Notice of Complaint of Discipline Authority Robert Fontaine dated the ih of
February 2006.
d) Discipline default Improper Disclosure ofInformation,
Code of Professional Conduct Regulation.

contrary to section 8 (b)(ii) of the

Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce had a reckless disregard as to the truth of the contents
of the Report on Discipline or Corrective Measures following a Pre-hearing Conference held
on the 29th of March 2006 regarding Cst. "A".
e)

Discipline default: Discreditable Conduct, contrary to section 5 (f) of the Code of
Professional Conduct Regulation.
Particulars: On or about the 25th of January 2007 Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce failed to disclose
information material to a proceeding or potential proceeding under Part 9 of the Police Act
when he refused to be interviewed as a witness officer by the external police investigators
investigating into the conduct of Cst. "A" and other WVPD officers who were consuming
alcohol at the WVPD office on the 25th and 26th of November 2005.

f)

Discipline default: Neglect of Duty, contrary to section 6 (a)(ii) of the Code of Professional
Conduct Regulation
Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce failed to promptly and diligently conduct a thorough
and complete investigation into the conduct of Cst. "A" and other members of the WVPD on
the 25th and 26th of November 2005

g) Discipline default: Neglect of Duty, contrary to section 6 (a)(ii) of the Code of Professional
Conduct Regulation.
Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce neglected to take prompt and diligent steps to have
the Cst. "A's" conduct on the 25th and 26th of November 2005 re-characterized as Public Trust
when he received material evidence from the Burnaby RCMP or other sources.
h) Discipline default: Neglect of Duty, contrary to section 6 (a)(ii) of the Code of Professional
Conduct Regulation.

Particulars: Staff Sergeant Doug Bruce neglected to promptly and diligently withdraw
himself as the Police Act investigator into the conduct of Cst. "A" after learning that his son,
Cst. Mike Bruce, was one of the WVPD members who was consuming alcohol with her after
hours on the 25th and 26th of November 2005 at the WVPD office and thus was not only a
witness but a potential respondent under the Act.

2.

Upon the recommendation of Associate Chief Justice Patrick Dohm of the Supreme Court British
Columbia, Timothy Singh, retired Justice of the Supreme Court of British Columbia is appointed to
preside as the Adjudicator in these proceedings, pursuant to s. 60.l(2)(a) ofthe Police Act.

3.

Dana Urban, QC, is appointed Commission Counsel for the purpose of presenting to the Adjudicator
the case relative to the alleged discipline default, pursuant to s. 61 (2) of the Police Act.
TAKE NOTICE that all inquiries with respect to this matter shall be directed to the Office of the

Police Complaint Commissioner:
3rd Floor, 756 Fort Street
PO Box 9895, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, British Columbia, V8W 9T8
Telephone: (250) 356-7458 / Facsimile: (250) 356-6503

DIRK RYNEVELD, Q.c.,
Police Complaint Commissioner
for the Province of British Columbia

